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Attached please find the latest Indian Point Energy Center Status Report. Please feel free to call me if you have

any questions.

Thanks,
Jerry

Jerry Nappi
Manager, Communications

Indian Point Energy Center

914.271.7132, office
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914.489.6077, cell
inappi@entergy.com
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-- I3Jnteirg Indian Point Energy Center
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Work continues to remediate soil in transformer yard following transformer failure

Workers at IPEC continue to remediate soil and gravel in the ý. 7
main transformer yard and dispose of it, following the Nov. 7 'K'

transformer failure.

To date, more than 10,000 gallons of the fluid has been
collected for disposal. The transformer holds about 20,000
gallons when in service.

Transformer oil, or "dielectric fluid," is a very light mineral oil
that has the appearance of water. Additionally, the fluid is
identified as a component of non-food articles that can be
used with incidental food contact (e.g.. lubricating oil for a

food proces-
sor or blend- Workers continue the process of removing
er). soil and rock from transformer yard in order

to remove fluid that spilled as a result of the

Initial indica- transformer failure on Nov. 7.

tions in the
days following the failure were that between 50 and 100
gallons of fluid reached river. A final estimate will be arrived
at after remediation work is complete.

Y :' While the ultimate impact on the environment is minimal,
Entergy is working to remediate the transformer yard and

___capture oil that does reach the water.

Workers have excavated down to bedrock in
areas of the transformer yard to remove trans-
former oil from the ground.
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